DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER PROTECTION

LIQUOR CONTROL DIVISION

MINUTES

MEETING PLACE: Commission Meeting Room - Room 124

MEETING DATE: August 7, 2007 - 8:30 a.m.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Angelo J. Faenza, Liquor Control Commissioner
Gary W. Berner, Liquor Control Commissioner

STAFF PRESENT: Gerald C. Langlais, Administrator of Liquor Control
Elisa Nahas, Legal Counsel
Mary Ellen Gillon, Paralegal Specialist
   (8:30 a.m. - 8:50 a.m.)
   Diana Sedok, Secretary

HEARINGS - Mary Ellen Gillon:

1. **CORDOZA, NANCY - LGB.14106**
   Commission grants applicant’s request for continuance of formal hearing.

2. **DEFILIPPO, LINDA - LIP.12641**
   Commission rejects offer of 1 day and $1,000 and grants Mr. Rosati’s request for continuance of compliance meeting. Commission would accept 3 days and $1,000 for incident of 1/21/07.

3. **POON, CHING WAI - LIP.13180**
   After compliance meeting commission takes no further action on alleged violation of section 30-6-A24(g) and section 30-6-A27(d) and accepts offer in compromise in lieu of hearing of 3 days and $2,000 for incidents of 1/6/06 thru 12/14/06.

4. **KO, ONSUK - LCA.6606**
   Commission accepts offer in compromise in lieu of hearing of $375 for incident of 10/13/06.
5. **RUZZIER JR., LUCIO - LCA.6484**
   After compliance meeting, commission accepts offer in compromise in lieu of hearing of 3 days and $1,000 for incidents of 10/12/06 and 12/30/06.

**PROVISIONAL PERMITS:**

1. **CIPPOLLA, CARLO - LIR.17480**  Colony Restaurant & Conference Center, Vernon
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, bill of sale, proof of right of occupancy for backer LLC or copy of deed, copy of sales and use tax permit, copy of articles of organization for backer LLC, seller affidavit or abandonment affidavit, completion of application (business phone number). Endorse 2 ACB’s.

2. **BARRANCO, LEANDRO - LIR.17401**  El Tapatio, New Haven
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, sketch with proof of proper separation between barroom and dining room, FEIN.

**PROVISIONAL PERMIT EXTENSIONS:**

1. **CANTAFI, BEVERLY - LIP.14306**  South Quaker Wine & Spirits, West Hartford
   Extension of provisional permit approved.

2. **ROSE, CHRISTINE - LIR.17326**  Grille and Bar at Oronoque, Stratford
   Extension of provisional permit approved.

3. **ZALCMAN, CRISTY - LIR.17384**  Ultimate Billiards Club, Berlin
   Extension of provisional permit approved.

4. **DELISA, JUDITH - LIR.17357**  Il Forno Ristorante, Milford
   Extension of provisional permit approved.
FINAL PERMITS:

1. **SHAFER VINEYARDS** - **LSW.293**
   Napa, CA
   No requirements. Ok to issue final permit.

2. **AHLUWALIA, RITA** - **LIR.17439**
   Desert Moon, Manchester
   No requirements. Ok to issue final permit. Endorse patio and no bar.

3. **TSIROPOULOS, AMY** - **LRW.4497**
   Moe’s Southwestern Grill, Milford
   No requirements. Ok to issue final permit. Endorse patio and no bar.

4. **WELBORN, TAIESHA** - **LIP.14281**
   Farmington Package Store, Hartford
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of bill of sale, sellers affidavit, cancel old permit LIP.13315.

5. **GOLUB, DAVID** - **LGB.14160**
   Price Chopper, Windsor
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of 8 x 10 photos of stocked interior.

6. **DASARI, RANI** - **LIP.14294**
   Lilley’s Package Store, Hartford
   No requirements. Ok to issue final permit.

7. **PELLETIER, RONNIE** - **LIP.14328**
   Warehouse Wines & Liquors, New Milford
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of bill of sale, sellers affidavit, cancel old permit LIP.13652.

8. **RADONCIC, SABRIJA** - **LCA.6851**
   Empire Café, Hartford
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of bill of sale, cancel old permit LCA.6754. Endorse patio.

OTHER:

1. **GREEN, GINA** - **LCA.6765**
   TCB Bar and Billiards, North Haven
   Commission approved transfer of interest.
2.  **ALTUVE BEVERAGES - LIW.602**
    Northford
    Add new charges of (30-47(5) on March 2, 2007 and 30-6-A10 on July 11, 2007) to pending charges in minutes of June 1, 2007.

3. Commission discussed faxed letter dated July 25, 2007 from Kristen Techel of Hinman & Carmichael, LLP regarding marketing agent processing customer information obtained from advertising on television and on website.

Adjourned at 9:40 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Gerald C. Langlais
Administrator of Liquor Control

ds